MURDER INTERNATIONAL
PRESENTS

STANTON PRIORS
CROP CIRCLE CLUB
CLUB
Welcome to an exciting evening of
MURDER and INTRIGUE provided by
MURDER INTERNATIONAL
This evening is the General Meeting of the Stanton
priors Crop Circle Club. The club was formed some
years ago when a UFO was seen hovering over a corn
field. Just after that event, crop circles began to
appear. Each year the crop circles have re-appeared,
although no further UFOs have been sighted.
In an effort to understand the phenomena some of the
villagers formed a club. However there are some
unanswered questions.
Such as, who is the
mysterious Person in Black? Just what is Fiona Kerr
always going on about? Are the rumours true that an
object has been found in one of the crop circles?
Ray Long the club’s chairman will be here tonight
along with his wife Janice. Ray will be your host for

the evening. We do hope that you will let yourself go
and become involved in the evening, as it is more fun
that way.
If you believe that there really was an object left
behind by a UFO, you may want to think on how it
may look, as Alistair Ward, one of the club members
has suggested that we hold a competition about the
object this evening.
Karen Toynbee, the club’s social secretary, has
suggested that you might want to arrive dressed for
the occasion. So you might want to turn up as an
alien from a far galaxy or even a Trekie, there might
be a prize for the best turnout.
Don’t worry, we realise that some of you might want
to spend the night in a much quieter way. We will be
in reception at 7:30pm, so if you’re late you might
miss some very interesting revelations.
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